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Excitation of accelerating plasma waves by counter-propagating
laser beams a…
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The conventional approach to exciting high phase velocity waves in plasmas is to employ a laser
pulse moving in the direction of the desired particle acceleration. Photon downshifting then causes
momentum transfer to the plasma and wave excitation. Novel approaches to plasma wake excitation,
colliding-beam accelerator~CBA!, which involve photon exchange between the long and short
counter-propagating laser beams, are described. Depending on the frequency detuningDv between
beams and durationtL of the short pulse, there are two approaches to CBA. First approach assumes
(tL'2/vp). Photons exchanged between the beams deposit their recoil momentum in the plasma
driving the plasma wake. Frequency detuning between the beams determines the direction of the
photon exchange, thereby controlling the phase of the plasma wake. This phase control can be used
for reversing the slippage of the accelerated particles with respect to the wake. A variation on the
same theme, super-beatwave accelerator, is also described. In the second approach, a short pulse
with tL@vp

21 detuned byDv;2vp from the counter-propagating beam is employed. While
parametric excitation of plasma waves by the electromagnetic beatwave at 2vp of two
co-propagatinglasers was first predicted by Rosenbluth and Liu@M. N. Rosenbluth and C. S. Liu,
Phys. Rev. Lett.29, 701 ~1972!#, it is demonstrated that the two excitation beams can be
counter-propagating. The advantages of using this geometry~higher instability growth rate,
insensitivity to plasma inhomogeneity! are explained, and supporting numerical simulations
presented. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468649#
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Plasma is an attractive medium for ultrahigh gradie
particle acceleration because it can sustain a very high e
tric field, roughly limited by the cold wavebreaking fiel
EWB5mcvp /e'An@cm23#V/cm, where vp5A4pe2n/m
is the plasma frequency andn is the electron density. To
accelerate injected particles to velocities close to the spee
light c, this electric field has to be in a form of a fast long
tudinal plasma wave with phase velocityvph'c. The fre-
quency of the fast plasma wave isvp , and its wave numbe
is kp'vp /c. Excitation of such plasma waves can be a
complished by lasers or fast particle beams.1–13

Below we review the basics of linear plasma wave ex
tation in very general terms, without restricting ourselves
the specifics of the wakefield driver. Let us assume t
plasma electrons are subject to the electric field of the
plasma waveE, as well as other nonlinear forcesFNL , for
example, the ponderomotive force of one or more la
pulses. The total currentJ5Jp1J2 which enters Ampe`re’s
law “3B5(1/c)] tE1(4p/c)(Jp1J2) is intentionally split
into two components. The first one,Jp52enve , whereve

is the electron fluid velocity, is driven by the electric fieldE
and satisfies] tJp5e2nE. The second componentJ2 is

a!Paper GI2 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.46, 136 ~2001!.
b!Invited speaker.
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driven by the nonlinear ponderomotive force, or could a
represent an external current provided by injected elec
beam. Taking the time derivative of the Ampe`re’s law yields:

S ]2

]t2 1vp0
2 DE1c2¹3¹3E524p

]J2

]t
, ~1!

where the ¹3¹3E term naturally vanishes in one
dimensional~1D!. One can say that the science of making
plasma accelerator is about finding the most effective way
producing the appropriateJ2z(z,t). Of course, not every
functional form of J2z(z,t) is useful for making plasma
waves suitable for relativistic particle acceleration.
the rest of this paper we concentrate on excitingJ2z(z,t)
[J2z(z2ct) using one or several laser pulses.

II. COMPARISON OF SINGLE-BEAM AND COLLIDING
BEAM ACCELERATORS

The simplest laser-driven plasma accelerator, which w
also the first one realized in the experiments, is the plas
beatwave accelerator1–6 ~PBWA!. It employs a pair of co-
propagating laser beams with normalized vector-potent
a0,15eA0,1/mc2 and frequenciesv0 andv15v02vp . The
nonlinear currentJ2z is driven by the ponderomotive force o
the resulting electromagnetic beatwave according to] tJ2z

5en]z(a0•a1). If the two laser-beams are detuned by t
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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plasma frequencyvp , plasma wave is resonantly excite
The beatwave scheme was also considered by Rosen
and Liu14 for plasma heating.

From Eq. ~1!, to excite a plasma wave one needs
deposit momentum into the plasma. The source of this m
mentum is the laser. However, since the typical laser
quenciesv0,1@vp , it is impossible for a laser photon t
impart its entire momentum to the plasma. What happ
instead is that the frequency of a laser photon is dow
shifted by the amountvp , depositing the remainder momen
tum and energy into the plasma. In the case of PBW
higher-frequency photons atv0 are scattered into the lower
frequency photons atv15v02vp . Schematically, this pro-
cess is shown in the top Fig. 1. The phasors of the laser
on thev25vp

21c2k2 dispersion curve, and the vector di
ference of these phasors gives the phasor of the dr
plasma wave. Phase velocity of the plasma wave is t
given by vph5(v02v1)/(k02k1)'vg , where vg'c(1
2vp

2/2v0
2) is the group velocity of the laser packet. Sin

vph'c, thus excited plasma wave is suitable for particle
celeration.

The total momentum transfer rate to the plasma
PBWA is then proportional to the relative momentum tran
fer per photonh t5vp /v0 , times the rate of scattering whic
is proportional to beam intensity. Since the relative amo
of down-shiftingh t!1, high laser intensities are needed
ensure the high overall rate of the momentum transfer. N
that Fig. 1 ~top! is also applicable to the laser wakefie
accelerator~LWFA! which employs a single ultrashort (tL

'2vp
21) laser pulse. Broad bandwidth of the pulse impli

that it contains a continuum of frequency pairs differing fro
each other byvp . Because the pulse is short, wake exci

FIG. 1. PBWA: Kinematics of the plasma wake excitation by a c
propagating wave packet consisting of two frequency components diffe
by Dv5vp . Phase velocity of plasma wakevph'vg , wherevg is the group
velocity of the wave packet; CBA: Same, only using an extra coun
propagating laser beam. Nonlinear beating of two slow waves gives ris
fast plasma wake.
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tion is not resonant, and even larger than in PBW
intensity is needed~typically, close to 1018 W/cm2 to achieve
E/EWB;0.2!.

In a colliding-beam accelerator~CBA!15,16 we take a
very different approach by employing twocounter-
propagating laser beams with differing frequencies: on
short and another long~referred to as the pump, with dura
tion tp52Lp /c, whereLp is the length of the plasma!. Two
types of short laser beams are envisioned:~a! containing two
spatially and temporally overlapping discrete frequen
components of durationtL@vp

21 , or ~b! single-frequency
ultrashort (vptL;1) laser pulse. When the two beams inte
act in the plasma, the photons of the higher-frequency be
scatter into the photons of the lower-frequency beam. T
crucial difference from the PBWA case is that now appro
mately twice the total photon momentum is deposited i
the plasma: the recoil momentum of scattering a forw
moving photon with frequencyv0 into a backward moving
photon with frequency v2 is \v0 /c2(2\v2 /c)
'2\v0 /c. Thus, the laser beams’ intensities required
produce a given accelerating field can be smaller for coun
propagating geometry than for the LWFA~or PBWA!.

The bottom drawing in Fig. 1~labeled CBA! illustrates
the nonlinear excitation of the fast plasma waves which
significantly more complex than in PBWA~or LWFA!. Spe-
cifically, we assume that two frequency components, se
rated byvp , are propagating in the forward direction. The
two frequency components could either belong to two se
rate and long laser beams~as in PBWA!, or to a single ul-
trashort laser pulse~as in LWFA!. In the latter case, a con
tinuum of such frequency pairs separated byvp can be
identified. Only one such pair is shown in Fig. 1. The fr
quency phasor for the counter-propagating beam is labele
backward beam. The beating between the different freque
components of the forward beam and the backward be
produce two ‘‘slow’’ plasma waves which are shown
almost-horizontal lines in the drawing. It is the nonline
mixing of these two slow waves that gives rise to the ‘‘fas
plasma wave~labeled as plasma wake!. Therefore, the accel
erating plasma wave is produced by a super-beatwave:
beatwave of two beatwaves.

Visually, one can deduce from the drawing that the ph
velocity of the fast wave is much larger than that of the sl
waves. Mathematically, one can show that the phase vel
ties of the slow waves roughly scale asvsl'vp /k0 while the
phase velocity of the fast wake is close to the speed of lig
In Sec. III we derive formulas for the fast wake amplitud
and demonstrate that, under some circumstances, it ca
much larger than the regular wake produced by only
forward propagating pulse~s!.

III. COLLIDING BEAM ACCELERATOR

To provide motivation for the rest of the paper, w
present a numerical simulation which demonstrates that
addition of a backward-propagating laser beam to a forwa
propagating beam can excite very large (@1 GeV/m) plasma
waves which are stronger than the ones excited by
forward-propagating beam alone. The following physic
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problem was simulated using a one-dimensional particle
cell ~PIC! code VLPL.17 An ultrashort circularly polarized
Gaussian laser pulse with durationtL51.5vp

21 and normal-
ized vector potentiala050.12, propagating in the positivez
direction, collides in a plasma with a long counte
propagating pulse witha150.05. Plasma density was chos
such thatvp /v050.05. The snapshot of the pulse intens
normalized to 2.731018 W/cm2 is shown in Fig. 2~a!. Two
cases, corresponding to the different frequencies of the l
pulse,v151.1v0 and v150.9v0 , were simulated. The re
sulting plasma wakes are shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, re-
spectively. For comparison, we also plot the wake produ
by a single short pulsein absenceof the long counter-
propagating pulse in Fig. 2~b!.

Since the intensity of the short pulse is chosen nonr
tivistic, the magnitude of the plasma wake left behind t
pulse is much smaller than the limiting~wavebreaking! field
according toE/Ewb;a0

2/2, whereEwb5mcvp /e. The situ-
ation changes dramatically when a counter-propagating b
is added. As Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! indicate, the addition of the
pumping beam increases the electric field of the plasma w
by an order of magnitude. To further illustrate this point, w
plotted the regular wake@same as shown in Fig. 2~b!# in
Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! for comparison. Note that the vertica
scales of the Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! and Fig. 2~b! differ by a
factor 20. Plasma wakes produced as a result of the colli
between the counter-propagating beams is referred to a
enhanced wake because it is much larger than the reg
wake.

This conclusion about the relative magnitudes of
regular and enhanced wakes is only valid for nonrelativis

FIG. 2. Top to bottom:~a! single short laser pulse witha050.12 and fre-
quencyv0 propagates from left to right;~b! short pulse generates a wea
plasma wakeEx ; ~c! in the presence of counter-propagating pump w
a150.05 and frequencyv151.1v0 the wake is enhanced, and its phase
shifted by p/2 with respect to the ‘‘regular’’ wake of~b!, which is also
shown for comparison;~d! same as~c!, only a down-shifted pump with
v150.9v0 is used, and the phase shift is2p/2.
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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laser pulses. It turns out that the magnitude of the enhan
wake E,(vp /v0)Ewb . This limit is set by the maximum
velocity of the plasma electrons which cannot significan
exceed the phase velocity of the beatwave between the s
and long laser beam, equal tovsl5(v02v1)/2k0 . Excitation
of the fast~accelerating! plasma wake is a strongly nonlinea
process, with the slow~short-wavelength! plasma waves gen
erated as intermediaries. These short-wavelength plasma
citations can be excited either linearly, or~as it is the case for
the simulation parameters of Fig. 2! nonlinearly. Below, we
separately analyze these two excitation regimes, starting
the linear regime.

A. Linear regime: Four-wave mixing

The above kinematic illustration in Fig. 1 is, of cours
only a cartoon, which does not explain the physical mec
nism of the nonlinear mixing between the slow plasm
waves. To derive the equations for the excitation of the
celerating plasma wake, assume that two laser pulses
frequencies detuned from each other byvp are interacting
with the counter-propagating pump. Slow plasma wave
nonresonantly driven through the two-wave mixing of ea
of the forward-moving components of the beatwave with
pump. The beating between these slow plasma excitation
novel mechanism of driving fast plasma waves. From Eq.~1!

S ]2

]z2 1vp
2DEz524pe

]^nv&
]z

, ~2!

wherez5t2z/c, and^nv&5n̂0v̂1* 1n̂1v̂0* 1c.c., wheren̂0,1

and v̂0,1 are, correspondingly, fractional density and veloc
perturbations in the first and second slow plasma waves.
fast wave, characterized by its amplitudeEz , is then nonlin-
early driven by the right-hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~2!. Equa-
tion ~2! mathematically expresses the nonlinear mixing b
tween the slow plasma waves schematically shown in Fig

Let us further assume that pulses 0 and 1 are both
tops of durationtL , and their corresponding detunings fro
the counter-propagating pump areD05v02v2 and D1

5v12v2 . The normalized vector-potentialsa5eA/mc2 of
the lasers are given by

a0,15
F~ t2z/vg!

2
a0,1e1eiu0,11c.c.,

a25
a2

2
e2eiu21c.c., ~3!

where F(t)5H(t)2H(t2tL) is the flat-top profile of the
forward propagating laser beams,u0,15k0,1z2v0,1t are their
phases, andu25k2z1v2t is the phase of the pumping bea
which is assumed infinitely long.

Slow plasma waves are excited according to

S ]2

]t2 1vp
2D n̂

n
5c2¹2

uau2

2
. ~4!

Expressing the density perturbationn̂ as a sum of the two
slow waves

n̂5n̂0ei (k01k2)z2(v02v2)t1n̂1ei (k11k2)z2(v12v2)t1c.c.,
~5!

we insert this expansion into Eq.~4! to obtain
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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n̂0

n
5

~k01k2!2c2a0a2

2~D0
22vp

2!
,

n̂1

n
5

~k11k2!2c2a1a2

2~D1
22vp

2!
. ~6!

Expanding the velocity perturbations in the slow waves
the same way as it was done in Eq.~5!, we calculatev̂0 and
v̂1 from the continuity equation

v̂05
D0

k01k2

n̂0

n
, v̂15

D1

k11k2

n̂1

n
. ~7!

We are now in a position of calculatinĝnv&

^nv&
nc

5a0a1*
F2~ t2z/vg!

2
ei (u02u1)

3F S D0

k01k2
1

D1

k11k2
D

3
~k01k2!2~k11k2!2c3ua2u2

2~D0
22vp

2!~D1
22vp

2! G1c.c. ~8!

Note that the expression in front of the square bracket
proportional to the direct beatwave strength in the plas
beatwave accelerator. The term in the square brackets~which
we labelh! is proportional to the super-beatwave streng
Whenever the term in the square brackets exceeds unity
super-beatwave results in a larger accelerating wake than
usual beatwave. A more compact simplified expression foh
can be obtained by noting that in a tenuous plasma w
vp!v2 , k0 ,k1'k2'v2 /c, yielding

h'8ua2u2
v2

3

vp
3 F ~D01D1!vp

3

~D0
22vp

2!~D1
22vp

2!G . ~9!

The magnitude ofh is, roughly, determined by the quantit
8ua2u2v2

3/vp
3 . Equation ~9! is only valid whenD0,1

2 Þvp
2 ,

which physically means that none of the slow waves
resonantly excited.

Substituting^nv& into Eq. ~2!, we calculate the electric
field behind the forward-moving beatwave in the regiont
2z/vg.tL

eEz

mcvp
5

vptLa0a1

4
h cos~u02u1!

'2ua0a1a2
2u

v2
3tL

vp
2 F ~D01D1!vp

3

~D0
22vp

2!~D1
22vp

2!G
3cos~u02u1!, ~10!

where u02u15(k02k1)z2vpt is the phase of the fas
plasma wave. Note that the phase velocity of the fast pla
wave~which is produced by the super-beatwave! is the same
as that of the regular beatwave, and equal to the group
locity of the forward-moving laser packet. The phase of
fast plasma wake is determined by the relative phases o
forward-moving laser pulses. The phase of the coun
propagating pump does not matter at all, while its amplitu
affects the enhancement coefficient of the super-beatwavh,
thereby determining the amplitude of the fast wave as w
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Also, according to Eq.~10!, fast wave generation in the co
liding beam accelerator is a four-wave process.

Note that in the particular case ofD01D150 wakefield
vanishes. Sincev15v02vp , this case corresponds tov2

5v020.5vp . Therefore, the scattering of the photons fro
beam 0 into beam 2 proceeds at the same rate as the sc
ing of the beam 2 into beam 1, and the overall moment
deposition into the plasma vanishes.

We simulated the beatwave enhancement using a o
dimensional particle-in-cell~PIC! code VLPL.17 Forward
moving waves have identical normalized vector potenti
a05a150.025, the counter-propagating beam hasa2

50.03. Laser and plasma frequencies were chosen as
lows: v0510.5vp , v159.5vp , v2511.0vp . Plasma den-
sity was chosenn51019 cm23 ~corresponding to plasma
wavelengthlp52pc/vp510 mm!, beatwave pulse duration
vptL525, and the total simulated plasma regionL510lp

5100 mm long. Electric field produced as the result of th
interaction is plotted in Fig. 3. The smaller signal~about 2
GeV/m! is the electric field obtained in the simulation wit
identical parameters, except that the pump was turned off
Fig. 3 clearly indicates, the enhanced beatwave significa
exceeds the regular beatwave, and produces the acceler
field Ez'12 GeV/m.

Electric field driven by the super-beatwave appear l
regular than the one driven by the regular beatwave ma
because of the finite short-wavelength electric field which
proportional to the amplitude of the slow waves. As far
the accelerating properties of the enhanced wake are
cerned, short-wavelength excitations should not affect ac
eration because of their low phase velocity. More on this
said in Sec. V.

Let us now turn to another scenario, which is concep
ally related to the laser-wakefield accelerator~LWFA!.1,7–11

Here an ultrashort laser pulse replaces the forward-mov
beatwave. Simulation results presented in Fig. 2 assum
large enough laser amplitude to cause the breaking of
slow plasma waves. However, at small enough laser am
tude ~precisely how small is explained in the Sec. III B!,
linear calculation similar to the one presented for the be
wave case becomes valid. An expression forEz , similar to
Eq. ~10!, was derived in Ref. 15

eEz

mcvp
5

pDv

8v0
S 4a2a0

v0
2

vp
2 D 2

vp
2tL

2e2vp
2tL

2/4

3Fe2(vp2Dv)2tL
2
1e2(vp1Dv)2tL

2
1

2

3
e2Dv2tL

2G ,
~11!

where a Gaussian laser pulse}exp2t2/2tL
2 was assumed

The most efficient excitation of the accelerating wake
quirestL'2.0vp

21 andDv561.1vp . For these parameter
eEz /mcvp'0.6vp /v0 (4a0a2v0

2/vp
2)2. The enhanced

wake exceeds the regular wake from forward scatter
whenever a2.(vp /v0)3/2/4. For n051018 cm23 and l0

51 mm, the corresponding critical pump intensity for whic
the enhanced plasma wake exceeds the regular one is g
by I 2'231014 W/cm2. Note that this criterion is very simi-
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Accelerating fieldEz produced by the regular
beatwave without pump~small wave! and with pump
a250.03 ~large wave!. Beatwave parameters:v0

510.5vp , v15v02vp , vptL525, pump frequency:
v2511vp , plasma density:n51019 cm23.
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lar to h.1, whereh is given by Eq.~9!. This is not surpris-
ing: in both cases fast plasma waves are produced via f
wave mixing.

B. Nonlinear regime: Particle trapping

The above picture of a four-wave process resulting in
excitation of a fast wave via the super-beatwave mechan
is only true when all waves in question are linear. F
plasma wave always remains linear because its amplitud
below the wavebreaking limit. Slow waves~which beat
against each other to produce the super-beatwave! break
much easier, their breaking limiting the fast wave amplitu
The ease with which the slow waves break is related to t
low phase velocity. Indeed, breaking of a particular wa
with phase velocityvph occurs when plasma electrons a
accelerated to velocitiesv5vph. After wavebreaking, par-
ticle motion is determined solely by the ponderomotive be
wave force between counter-propagating beams. Sp
charge force becomes smaller than the ponderomotive fo
and can be neglected.

The most interesting and easy-to-understand regime
responds to the single-frequency short pulse of durationtL

,p/vp which is strong enough to cause wavebreaking. T
incidence of wavebreaking is, approximately, determined
the ratio of the bounce frequencyvB52v0Aa0a2 and the
plasma frequency. In the strongly nonlinear regimevB

2

@vp
2 , and the space-charge force which is proportiona

vp
2 can be neglected in comparison with the ponderomo

force which is proportional tovB
2 . In this regime plasma

wave amplitude is estimated16 as

eEz

mcvp
5

^Pz&
mc

sinvpz'sign~Dv!S vB

v0
D sinvpz, ~12!

where ^Pz& is the average momentum transferred to
plasma by the laser pulse. The physics of this momen
transfer can be visualized by plotting the electron ph
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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space at different times: Before the arrival of the short pu
near the maximum of the short pulse, and right after
wavebreaking~Fig. 4!.

Numerical simulations indicate that the largest mome
tum gain is achieved for the frequency detuningDv'vB

and pulse durationtL'2/vB . For those parameters, plasm
electrons execute about half a bounce in the ponderomo
potential, and leave the ponderomotive bucket with aver
velocity vz'cvB /v0 . The nonlinear currentJ2z52envz is
then inserted into Eq.~2! to yield Eq.~12!.

IV. PARAMETRIC EXCITATION OF PLASMA WAVES
BY 2 vP DETUNING

In the previous section we considered two approache
excitation of fast plasma waves: One involved two puls
moving in the forward direction and another in the backwa
direction ~super-beatwave approach!, and the other one re
quired a short (tL'2/vp) forward-moving pulse and a
backward-moving pulse~CBA approach!. The beatwave ap-
proach is complex for two reasons:~a! Three laser pulses ar
needed, and~b! laser pulses have to be detuned by t
plasma frequency. Most laser systems have a fairly sm
bandwidth ~several percent!. This reduces the resonan
plasma density and the accelerating gradient. For examp
the fractional frequency detuning isDv/v053%, then the
resonant plasma density for a 1mm laser is np

51018 cm23. Since the accelerating gradient is limited b
wavebreaking to onlyEz'(vp /v0)mcvp /e, the accelerat-
ing gradient in of a super-beatwave accelerator in s
plasma is only 3 GeV/m.

Single-pulse CBA can also be challenging with presen
available lasers because it requires a very short pulse.
example, assumingnp51019 cm23 andtp52vp

21 yields the
full width, half maximum ~FWHM! of only 14 fs. While
such short pulse lasers do exist,18 they are not widely avail-
able and are, typically, low power.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Left to right: Electron phase space~a! before the arrival of short pulse;~b! near maximum of short pulse;~c! at wavebreaking. Rapid current jol
developing at wavebreaking drives the enhanced wake behind the short pulse.
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All these limitations, and also the simultaneous ava
ability of Nd:Yag (l151.06mm) and Ti:S (l050.8 mm)
laser systems in a number of laboratories compels on
think of other possible techniques of wake excitation.
novel scheme19 has been recently suggested: parametric
citation of accelerating plasma waves using coun
propagating laser beams detuned by, approximately, 2vp .
Short-pulse duration no longer is required to be compara
to vp

21 ; in fact, it is advantageous to use significantly long
pulses withvptL'25. From experimental standpoint, th
could be a fairly attractive regime: ifv02v152vp , then
the desired plasma densitynp'2.531019 cm23, and the re-
quired pulse durationtL'25vp

21 corresponds to 160 fs
~FWHM!. Such plasma and laser parameters are achieva
making the practical implementation of the scheme feasi
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We simulated the interaction between a trapezoida
shaped short pulse and a long counter-propagating l
beam using a one-dimensional version of a VLPL17 particle-
in-cell code. The amplitude of the circularly-polarized sho
pulse is a050.1, its rise and fall times are 15l0 /c and
5l0 /c, respectively, and the flat portion is 15l0 /c, where
l052pc/v0 . The amplitude of the counter-propagating l
ser beam isa150.015, rise and fall times are 20l0 /c, and
the flat portion is 100l0 /c. Frequency of the counter
propagating beam is chosen to bev150.8v0 and the plasma
frequencyvp50.1v0 .

Intensity profile of the short pulse is plotted in Fig. 5~a!
85 laser periods after it entered the plasma and intera
with the counter-propagating pumping beam. Unifor
plasma extends fromZ55 mm to Z590 mm. Assuming for
FIG. 5. Short laser pulse of trapezoidal shape~t rise

515l0 /c, tdrop55l0 /c, tflat515l0 /c) with ampli-
tude a050.1 and frequencyv0 collides with counter-
propagating pump witha150.015 andv15v022vp

generating an accelerating wakeEz . Forl051 mm and
vp /v050.1, ~a! short laser pulse intensity;~b! acceler-
ating wakefieldEz .
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simplicity that l051 mm, the peak intensity of the sho
pulse is 2.731016 W/cm2. As the short pulse interacts wit
the long pump, an accelerating wake grows from the fron
the short pulse towards the back, as shown in Fig. 5~b!. The
peak accelerating gradient is about 10 GeV/m. Wakefield
creases forZ,20 mm because the two pulses met atZ
520 mm.

Periodicity of the plasma wake is 10l052pc/vp .
Therefore, the phase velocity of this wake is'c, and it is
suitable for particle acceleration. The spiky appearance
the wake is due to the simultaneous generation of the s
plasma waves, just as it was the case in Fig. 3. The s
simulation was repeated without the low-intensity count
propagating beam, and the accelerating field was m
smaller. This simulation confirms that the counte
propagating laser beam initiates a parametric instab
which amplifies a very small initial wakefield. To our know
edge, this is the first direct PIC simulation of the plasm
wake generation by two counter-propagating lasers detu
by 2vp . It confirms the effect which was previously mod
eled analytically and using a simplified time-averaged p
ticle simulation.19 In the co-propagating geometry and
much higher intensity, parametric wake excitation atDv
52vp detuning was recently simulated by Renet al.20

That a plasma wave can be driven unstable by the 2vp

beatwave was originally proposed by Rosenbluth and Li14

who calculated the growth rate of a fast plasma wavegRL

'vpa0a1/2 ~co-propagating lasers!. This instability is high-
order, with growth rate scaling as the product of laser am
tudes. Thus, for pump waves of sub-relativistic intensity, i
a0 ,a1!1, this decay instability is too slow to be of gre
practical interest. Simulation results presented in Fig. 5 in
cates that thecounter-propagatinggeometry~i! results in a
much larger growth rate, and~ii ! produces fast~accelerating!
plasma waves, just as the co-propagating geometry wo
Both effects were overlooked in the original calculation
Rosenbluth and Liu. Thus, Fig. 5 illustrates a totally differe
laser-plasma instability. Below we explain the basic phys
of this instability.

To describe the one-dimensional plasma motion in
field of two laser beams, we use the Lagrangian approac21

Plasma electron position is characterized by its tim
dependent displacementz(z0 ,t) from the equilibrium posi-
tion z0 . By definition,z5z2z0 andz(z0 ,t52`)50. Elec-
tron equation of motion is then given by

z̈z1vp
2zz52

e

mc
v'3B'[2

c2

2
“uau2, ~13!

where the second term in the left-hand side~LHS! of Eq.
~13! is the restoring force of the ion background which
assumed immobile. The RHS of Eq.~13! is the ponderomo-
tive force, anda5a01a1 is the total vector potential. The
expression for the ponderomotive force was derived us
conservation of the canonical momentaPx and Py of the
electron. Conservation ofPx and Py follows from the as-
sumption that both laser fields are given by plane wa
which do not depend onx or y: a0,15a0,1(e6 exp(iu0,1)
1c.c.), wheree1(2)5(ex6 iey)/2, u05k0z2v0t, and u1
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5k1z1v1t. In nonrelativistic case, this translates into
simple expression forv'5ca which was used to derive th
equation for the ponderomotive force. We are interested
the cross-term in the expansionuau25ua0u21ua1u212a0•a1

which is responsible for the beatwave excitation of t
plasma.

Noting that u01u15(k01k1)z2Dvt'2k0z2Dvt,
whereDv5v02v1 , we obtain from Eq.~13!

z̈1vp
2z5 ik0c2a0a1e22ik0z ei [Dvt22k0z0]1c.c. ~14!

Due to the nonlinear term exp22ik0z in the RHS of Eq.~14!,
several modes of plasma oscillation can become coupled
concentrate on the coupling between two particular plas
modes with wave numbersks52k02kp and kf5kp

[vp /c. Hereks and kf are the wave numbers of the slo
and fast plasma waves, respectively. These two waves
strongly coupled to each other whenD52vp .

If a0 is constant, any two waves withks andkf satisfy-
ing ks1kf52k0 are strongly coupled. In reality, however,a0

represents the vector potential of an ultrashort laser p
propagating with the group velocityvg'c. Therefore,a0

[a0(t2z/vg)'a0(t2z0 /c) since the laser envelop i
longer than the wavelength. This selects the wave numbe
the fast wavekf5vp /c and, therefore, the wavelength of th
slow waveks52k02kp . Numerical results presented in Fig
5 also reveal the strong excitation of a plasma wave witk
5vp /c.

To describe the instability, we assume the most gen
two-waveansatz for an electron displacement

z5Af sin@kpz02vpt1f f #

1As sin@ksz02vpt1fs#, ~15!

whereAf (f f) and As (fs) are the amplitudes~phases! of
the fast and slow plasma waves. Of interest to plasma ac
erators is, of course, only the fast plasma wave with ph
velocity close to the speed of light. For simplicity, in th
analytic calculation we assume monochromatic la
waves. Short-pulse effects are numerically treated later
~see Fig. 6!.

We proceed by substitutingz from Eq.~15! into the non-
linear term exp22ik0z in the RHS of Eq.~14! and using the
Bessel identityeia sin f5(kJk(a)eikf. Equation~14! then be-
comes

]2j

]t2 1vp
2j5 ik0c2a0a1(

k,l
~21!k1 lJk~2k0Af !Jl~2k0As!

3eik[kpz02vpt1f f ]eil [ksz02vpt1fs]ei [Dvt22k0z0]

1c.c., ~16!

where dv5Dv22vp . A set of purely time-dependen
equations can now be obtained by separating thez0 depen-
dent terms on both sides of Eq.~16!. Thus, substituting Eq.
~15! into LHS of Eq. ~16! and matching the correspondin
harmonics ofkpz0 andksz0 on both sides of the equation, w
can write for the (k50,l 51) and (k51,l 50) terms the fol-
lowing:
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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]f

]t
5dv2

VB
2

4
vpG~Af ,As!sinf, ~17!

]~k0Af !

]~vpt !
5

VB
2

4
J0~2k0Af !J1~2k0As!cosf, ~18!

]~k0As!

]~vpt !
5

VB
2

4
J1~2k0Af !J0~2k0As!cosf, ~19!

where f5fs1f f1p/21dvt, VB
254a0a1v0

2/vp
2 is the

square of the electron bounce frequency in the optical lat
created by the interference of the counter-propagating las
and

G~Af ,As!5
J0~2k0Af !J1~2k0As!

k0Af
1

J1~2k0Af !J0~2k0As!

k0As
.

The general case of nonzero laser detuning and la
wave amplitudes were analyzed in Ref. 19. Here we res
ourselves to the resonant (dv50) and linear (2k0Af ,s!1)
case, for which Eqs.~17!–~19! are simplified to yieldḟ

52VB
2/4(Af /As1As /Af)sinf, Ȧf5VB

2As/4 cosf and Ȧs

5VB
2As/4 cosf. Since the phasef rapidly locks atf50, the

two plasma waves, fast and slow, feed on each other
exponentiate with the growth rateV i5v0

2a1a0 /vp .
The instability mechanism is easy to understand. F

plasma wave which varies asdnf;cosvp(t2z/c) modulates
the ponderomotive force which oscillates asf z;cos(2k0z
22vpt) to resonantly drive the slow wave which varies
dns;cos(2k02kp)z2vpt. In its turn, the slow wave modu
lates the ponderomotive force, driving the fast wave a
completing the feedback loop of the instability. Instabili
persists until the wavebreaking of the slow wave. Numeri
simulations indicate that the amplitude of the fast wave
limited by approximatelyEmax5mcvp

2/2v0e.
Using a one-dimensional time-averaged particle cod22

we simulated excitation of the fast and slow plasma wa
by a short slightly chirped~under-compressed! pulse with the
wavelengthl050.8 mm which collides with a longerl1

FIG. 6. Solid line: Fast electric fieldẽz , long-dashed line: normalized in
tensity of short pulsea0

2, dashed line: Density bunching of the slow plasm
wave Re(n̂1)5^cosuj&. Rapidly varying part ofn̂1 is the driven plasma re-
sponse inside the laser pulse.
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51 mm pulse in a 1019 cm23 plasma. These wavelength
correspond to widely available laser systems~Ti:S and Nd-
glass!, and the plasma density was chosen to satisfyv0

5v112.35vp . Other laser parameters are as follows:a0

50.15 exp@2z2/2tL
2# with tL525 ~160 fs FWHM! and

ddv/dz529.531023vp ~3% bandwidth!. The initial fast
plasma waveẽ051023 anda150.0165 have been assume
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 6, where we observe
excitation of both the fast and the slow plasma waves.

Despite the small amplitudes of both forward and ba
ward pulse, and despite the fact that the duration of the s
pulse is too long for the efficient wake generation, we fi
that a significant fast plasma waveEz57 GeV/m is excited.
Parameters used in the simulation are fairly standard for T
and Nd-Glass systems.

Simulation results presented in Fig. 6 point to anoth
important aspect of the parametric excitation of fast plas
waves using counter-propagating laser beams. Despite
fact that the frequency detuning between the two laser be
differs from 2vp ~Dv52.35vp in the simulation!, instability
still proceeds. This means that the growth rate of the ins
bility is not very sensitive to variations in laser detuning or
the plasma density. This is quite advantageous since pla
density may not be known to high accuracy, and may v
across the interaction region.

V. UTILITY OF COLLIDING BEAM ACCELERATOR

One obvious benefit of the counter-propagating geo
etry is that very large accelerating wakes~of order 10
GeV/m! can be produced with moderate-intensity lasersI
;1016 W/cm2). Another, less obvious benefit is the ability
control the phase of the accelerating wake. One obse
from Fig. 2 that by changing the frequency of the long pu
from v151.1v0 @Fig. 2~c!# to v150.9v0 @Fig. 2~d!#, the
phase of the wake is changed byDf5p. Thus, one can
envision a ‘‘plasma linac’’ which consists of independen
phase-controlled acceleration sections, separated by
spaces.

Numerical implementation of the plasma linac concep
shown in Fig. 7. Collision of a short ‘‘timing beam’’~TB! of
durationtL5vp

21 and normalized vector potentiala050.08
with a long ‘‘pumping beam’’~PB! a150.012 is modeled
using a one-dimensional~1D! version of PIC simulation
code VLPL.17 Figure 7~a! illustrates the temporal profile o
the PB, which moves to the left; Figs. 7~b! and 7~c! are the
snapshots of the generated plasma wake and the phase
of accelerated electrons, which are continuously injec
with initial energy 10 MeV electrons; Fig. 7~d! shows the
evolution of the TB as it moves through the plasma. To sh
how one can control the phase and the magnitude of
resulting plasma wake, we split the PB into two sectio
The leading section of durationDt1550032p/v0 , where
Dv521.7vp , and the trailing sectionDt3525032p/v0 ,
where Dv51.7vp . These two pump beam sections a
separated by the middle section of durationDt25Dt3 , where
the pump is switched off.

As Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! show, the three pump section
map into three spatial acceleration regions, which are dif
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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ent from each other in TB dynamics, magnitude, andphase
of the plasma wake. In the leading region the pump beam
higher frequency and energy flows into the TB, amplifying
A strong plasma wake with the peak accelerating gradien

FIG. 7. Collision between a short timing beam~a050.08, tL5vp
21! and an

intermittent pump (a150.012) in n052.531018 cm23 plasma (v0 /vp

520). 10 MeV electrons are continuously injected into the plasma.~a!
Time-dependence of the pumping beam intensityI 15a1

2; ~b! longitudinal
electric fieldeEz /mcv0 ; ~c! phase space of injected electrons;~d! propa-
gation of the TB through the plasma,I 05a0

2.
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8 GeV/m is induced. The middle region is void of the pum
Here the TB interacts with the plasma through the us
LWFA mechanism only, producing a weak,,1 GeV/m, ac-
celerating wake. In this region the energy of the inject
electrons does not significantly change, as seen from
7~c!. When the trailing~low-frequency! part of the pump
collides with the TB, the energy flows from the TB into th
PB, Fig. 7~d!. Again, a strong plasma wake is induced, F
7~b!. This wake, however, is shifted in phase byDf5p with
respect to the leading region. As a result, electrons wh
gained energy in the leading region aredeceleratedin the
trailing region, Fig. 7~c!. This shows that both amplitude an
phase of the enhanced plasma wake can be controlled
shaping the long low-intensity pump beam.

Note that the accelerating wake in Fig. 7~b! looks some-
what irregular due to the presence of the slow~short-
wavelength! plasma waves. Nevertheless, the particle ph
space does not show any irregularity. Relativistic partic
experience a much smoother accelerating field because
phase velocity of the slow plasma waves is much sma
than the speed of light.

Plasma linac can be used to prevent phase slippage
tween ultrarelativistic particles and the wake which has
phase velocityvph/c'12vp

2/2v0
2 . Since particles are mov

ing slightly faster than the wake crests, they eventually o
run the accelerating phase and move into the decelera
phase of the wake~Fig. 8, left!. This occurs after one dephas
ing lengthLd5lp

3/l0
2 . After that, acceleration has to be te

minated by terminating the plasma. The next accelera
stage needs to be in phase with the previous one, prese
a serious technical challenge.

In a colliding beam plasma linac shown in Fig. 7 depha
ing can be circumvented by taking the length of the lead
pump section equal to 2Ld . Particle phase dynamics i
shown in Fig. 8, right. After advancing in phase byDf
5p, electron finds itself in the gap between accelerat
sections. Accelerating field in the gap is very small beca
there is no enhanced wake there. After the gap, electron
ters the second accelerating section, where the phase d
from the first section byp. Therefore, electron is in the ac
celerating phase again. This sequence can be repeated in
nitely, ensuring that electron is never decelerated.

VI. FUTURE WORK

An important unresolved problem is generation of acc
erating plasma waves using the CBA technique in a plas
on
el-
FIG. 8. Schematic of the phase slippage of electr
with respect to the wake in a standard wakefield acc
erator~left! and in a ‘‘plasma linac’’~right!.
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channel. Plasma channels are important for guiding b
long and short laser beams. Moreover, transversely inho
geneous plasma may impart an unusual structure to the
celerating field with a local minimum on axis. This ma
result in advantageous transverse focusing properties o
wake, especially in the context of the colliding-bea
injector.16
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